The British government’s Troubled Families Programme
A flawed response to riots and youth offending
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The British government has recently established the Troubled Families Programme in response to the riots in England in 2011, scaling up a non-negotiable version of the previous government’s Family Intervention Projects. Their aim is to prevent further riots. Key workers will assess the needs of families identified as being troubled and coordinate a year long programme of intensive family support to tackle antisocial behaviour, misuse of drugs and alcohol, and youth crime. However, evidence for the effectiveness of family intervention projects is weak, being made up of small scale evaluations without external comparison groups. A systematic review commissioned by the previous government found no studies to support the claim that such interventions improve outcomes for families.

Even if the programme were effective for those receiving it, targeting 120,000 families, which represent less than 2% of all families in England, would miss most future rioters and young offenders. Public health scientists know that disease prevention approaches aimed only at people identified as at high risk of most non-communicable diseases are unlikely to have much effect at the population level when risk follows a bell shaped curve, because in such cases most disease arises from those at low to medium risk. This seems also to be true for youth offenders. In London, the “worst” 5% of families account for only around a quarter of all offenders, with a similar pattern emerging in other countries, such as the United States. The programme may also inadvertently cause harms. Targeted interventions can sometimes cause harm because labelling individuals can exacerbate risky behaviours. The compulsory nature of the programme could make it particularly liable to bring about such harms. Some activities within the programme will bring together troubled families and young people, and some studies have suggested this can also amplify risky behaviour.

A historical example of a somewhat similar intervention illustrates the potential for well intended targeted interventions to cause harm. The Cambridge-Somerville project targeted preadolescent boys in low income neighbourhoods in Massachusetts in the 1940s. The intervention involved regular home visits by support workers to mentor youth, deal with family needs, and coordinate services, and boys in the intervention were encouraged to participate in community groups, sports, and summer camps. When followed up 30 years later, those who had received the intervention had higher rates of mortality, alcohol dependence, serious mental illness, and criminal convictions than those in the comparison group. Moreover, adverse effects seemed to result from intervention components that aggregated at risk boys into group activities. Caution is clearly needed when applying evidence from an intervention that, although somewhat similar, was undertaken in the US more than 50 years ago. However, the long term outcomes of the Cambridge-Somerville project show the potential for an intervention like the Troubled Families Programme to cause harms. Weak evaluations of the Family Intervention Project cannot rule out the possibility of similar outcomes.

What would a more adequate response involve? If the government wants to foster healthy parenting skills and prevent youth problem behaviours, a substantial UK and international evidence base suggests this should involve effective parenting programmes aimed at 3-8 year olds. These interventions can be delivered to families in need (not only those deemed to be troubled) within community based settings, such as children’s centres. Evidence suggests that functional family therapy and multisystemic therapy are effective at reducing youth offending, including in UK settings. However, even these evidence based interventions may not be able to reach all in need and may be insufficient to achieve substantial effects at the population level; they should therefore
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be complemented with universal interventions. Good evidence exists for a variety of universal school based interventions to challenge disengagement and underachievement, such as changing how teachers interact with students and enhancing social and emotional learning. However, the extent to which these interventions might be feasible and effective in England is likely to be undermined by recent changes in education policy. Ofsted, the schools inspectorate, is no longer required to assess schools on the extent to which they promote student wellbeing, and the previous National Healthy Schools Programme has been abandoned. Furthermore, there is evidence that a strong focus on high stakes tests and league tables may reduce the attention that schools give to the most disadvantaged students and exacerbate educational inequalities.

The Troubled Families Programme may be an eye catching populist response to the riots, but obliging troubled families to accept a non-negotiable non-evidence-based intervention is unlikely to prevent future disorder and may well produce unintended harms. Policy makers should focus instead on a combination of evidence based targeted and universal interventions and ensure that the broader policy environment supports these.
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